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Executive Summary 
 
In recent years, there has been substantial technological progress of protective relays in 
substations. With the introduction of merging units and standards such as the IEC 61850, it is 
possible to formulate effective, reliable and self-healing centralized substation protection schemes. 
Such schemes utilize real-time measurements from various data acquisition equipment via 
standard communication protocols. These schemes perform single protective tasks (protection 
zone functions) and also supervise the health of the individual components of the protection system 
including instrumentation channel integrity, data integrity and software integrity. We refer to these 
schemes as centralized substation protection. Centralized substation protection can also enable 
condition based maintenance of protection and control systems.  
 
Setting-less protection based on dynamic state estimation is a promising technology to fulfill the 
objectives of centralized substation protection. The setting-less protection method was inspired 
from the fact that differential protection is one of the most secure protection schemes, which does 
not require coordination with other protection function. Differential protection simply monitors 
the validity of Kirchhoff’s current law in a device, i.e., the weighted sum of the currents going into 
a device must be equal to zero. This concept can be generalized into monitoring the validity of all 
other physical laws that the device must satisfy, such as Kirchhoff’s voltage law and Faraday's law. 
This monitoring can be done in a systematic way by use of dynamic state estimation. Dynamic 
state estimation (DSE) measures the consistency between measurements in the protection zone 
and its physical model. The method operates on measured sampled values. Accordingly, if the 
measurements do not fit the protection zone model, the relay detects a fault or abnormality. The 
DSE obtains the zone measurements in sampled value format via the process bus. The relay 
processes these measurements to perform dynamic state estimation in the time domain. This 
process determines how well the data fit the dynamic model by performing the chi-square test.  
 
Hidden failures in the instrumentation channels result in inaccurate measurements that will not fit 
the model of the zone under protection, even if no fault occurs in the system. Such failures could 
affect the scheme’s performance and cause relay mis-operation. Thus, a mechanism to detect such 
failures is essential for a reliable protection system. It should be noted that hidden failures affect 
the performance of any relaying scheme, not only setting-less relays. 
 
In prior research, numerical experiments and laboratory test based on the setting-less protection 
approach were performed on a number of protection problems, specifically, transmission line 
protection, capacitor bank protection, transformer protection, reactor protection, induction motor 
protection and distribution line protection. The research demonstrated that the dynamic state 
estimation approach provides a secure and dependable protection scheme, and does not require 
coordination with other devices or protection schemes while, at the same time, addresses many 
protection gaps. 
 
Following the above positive results previous study, the method has been extended to centralized 
substation protection. This report introduces a new dynamic state estimation-based centralized 
protection scheme (ebCSP) at the substation level. This system supplements dynamic state 
estimation-based protection for individual zones known as “setting-less relays” to secure their 
operation against hidden failures. The ebCSP communicates with the setting-less relays via the 
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station bus and obtains essential information from each protection zone, such as phasor quantities, 
breakers, and disconnect status. This information is processed by the ebCSP to extract the 
substation topology and states. Specifically, the ebCSP performs dynamic state estimations in the 
quasi-dynamic domain once per cycle to detect any sort of abnormality within the substation. Upon 
detecting abnormalities, the ebCSP performs hypothesis testing to distinguish between faults and 
hidden failures. The ebCSP detects and locates hidden failures within the substation through 
hypothesis testing. Then, the ebCSP streams the estimated measurements that correspond to the 
detected bad measurements to the setting-less relay to replace the compromised measurement. Its 
capability to detect hidden failures and replace the compromised measurements in real time secure 
setting-less relays from mis-operation and ensure high dependability even with the presence of 
hidden failures. Such capability bridges a critical gap in protection systems. The integration of the 
proposed scheme and the individual zone protection form a resilient protection system that is self-
immunized against hidden failures. The ebCSP concept has been tested with five numerical 
experiments: 
 

• PT fuse blown 
• CT saturation 
• CT short circuit 
• CT reverse polarity 
• wrong CT ratio setting 

 

The results show that setting-less protection is a viable approach to centralized substation 
protection. 
 
Project Publications: 
None 
 
Student Thesis: 

]1[  Albinali Hussain. State Estimation-Based Centralized Substation Protection Scheme. Ph.D 
Dissertation, Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta GA, 2017.  
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1. Introduction 

Protection and control systems (P&C) around the world are experiencing an evolution driven by 
the introduction of new technologies. At the same time, P&C systems are called to protect and 
control an ever-evolving power system with many new complexities arising from new energy 
resources, particularly renewable energy resources, power electronics conversion systems and 
high-voltage direct current (HVDC) transmission. According to a recent forecast, renewable 
energy resources will comprise around 31.2% of total world power generation by 2035. A 
significant portion of these resources will come from wind and solar energy [[1]]. This massive 
deployment of new energy resources has already led to several changes in power system 
characteristics, including reduced fault current levels [[2]], increased dynamics and wider 
frequency variations to disturbances. Legacy [protection systems are typically depending on large 
separation between load current and fault currents. This condition is disappearing in parts of the 
system. In general, these changes mandate new approaches to deal with the protection and control 
of the modern power system. 
 
Advances in P&C technologies have increased the complexity of protection and control systems. 
Complexity increases the possibility of errors and reduces protection reliability. As a result, despite 
the great technological advances, protection mis-operations are at undesirable levels. Relay mis-
operations levels are at approximate levels of 10%, as reported by the North American Electric 
Reliability Corporation (NERC) for the USA. Similar statistics exists for many other parts of the 
world. Further analysis of misoperation statistics indicates that around 65% of mis-operations are 
caused by settings, logic errors, mis-coordination and communications failures. These causes are 
characterized as hidden failures, which are defined as “permanent defect(s) that will cause a relay 
or a relay system to incorrectly and inappropriately remove a circuit element(s) as a direct 
consequence of another switching event”. This definition implies that hidden failures cause 
incorrect interruption to a portion of power systems because of a fault to another part of the 
network. Consequently, they may initiate second level contingencies in the power system network 
and possibly a cascading effect. In any case, relay mis-operations drastically affect power system 
reliability. 
 
Present day numerical relays have a limited capability to detect hidden failures and no capability 
to recover unless repair is performed. In addition, if a hidden failure occurs simultaneously with a 
fault in the system, present day relays are not capable of identifying this condition and the response 
of the relay could most likely be a mis-operation. In any case, if a present day relay detects a hidden 
failure the only option is to inhibit the protection function and rely on backup protection for the 
protection of the system. Specifically, the affected protection system will depend on other 
protection systems, unaffected by the hidden failure(s), to take the proper action. It should be 
apparent the protection system reliability is decreased. 
 
Relay manufacturers and researchers have proposed approaches that could minimize the effects of 
hidden failures and cope with other complexities. Along these lines, adaptive protection schemes 
and voting schemes have been proposed. Adaptive protection schemes have been proven to be 
complex and do not easily meet the speed that is required for protection. Voting schemes are not 
reliable as a hidden failure may affect several relays that participate in the voting – in this case the 
majority of relays may be taking a wrong decision. 
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Technology advancements have played a major role in paving the way for a new protection system 
capable of overcoming present day challenges. Specifically, the introduction of merging units, 
advancements in computational capabilities and the communication infrastructure as well as 
related standards enables the realization of centralized approaches for supervision of protective 
functions and self-healing and self-correction of the effects of hidden failures until physical repair 
takes place. The introduction of IEC 61850 provides the blue print to allow IEDs from various 
manufactures to seamlessly participate in new protection schemes. Data transfer within the 
substation protection and control equipment has been standardized for any application. 
The health of the protection and control system itself is of paramount importance for the reliability 
of the power grid. Today, the technology to monitor the condition of the protection and control 
system exists, however the methods are not well developed. There are several aspects of this 
problem: (a) the health and accuracy of the instrumentation, (b) the accuracy of relay settings, and 
(c) the condition and speed of the communications. 
  
We describe new approaches to address the issue of condition monitoring of the entire protection 
and control system of a substation. A dynamic state estimation based Centralized Substation 
Protection scheme is proposed (ebCSP), which supervises the protective relays for individual 
zones, detects hidden failures and corrects compromised data resulting from hidden failures. The 
preferred implementation of the proposed scheme uses an infrastructure of merging units and 
setting-less protective relays. The ebCSP monitors the operation of all protection zones in the 
substation, using data obtained from setting-less relays, detects data abnormalities, including 
hidden failures and most importantly, in case of hidden failures corrects compromised data so that 
the protection zones can properly operate. The proposed centralized protection scheme, along with 
setting-less relays, forms a resilient substation-centralized protection system capable of mitigating 
the limitation in conventional protection systems, including the protection of power electronic–
based systems and the capability of detecting hidden failures. Descriptions of the constituent parts 
of the approach are provided next.  
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2. Review of Setting-less Protection 

A new approach for zone protection has been introduced recently. The approach uses dynamic 
state estimation to determine whether a protection zone is experiencing a fault. It has been given 
the name “setting-less relay” because the settings are extremely simplified and requires no 
coordination with any other protection functions. Two pilot research projects were focused on field 
testing of this technology. The relay of each zone monitors the consistency between all physical 
laws, which the zone under protection must satisfy, and measurements taken in and around a 
protection zone. This process is mathematically formulated as a dynamic state estimation (DSE), 
which provides a quantitative assessment of how well the measurements of the zone fit its dynamic 
model in real time. A preferred implementation is to use merging units to obtain measurements 
which are streamed to the setting-less relay through a process bus. The measurements are 
processed with a dynamic state estimation which computes the best estimate of the protection zone 
states. It also computes the goodness of fit or the probability that the measurements “fit” the zone 
model within the accuracy of the metering used (via the well-known chi-square test). A low 
probability indicates abnormalities/faults in the protection zone. The chi-square test typically 
returns a probability of 100% for healthy protection zones and 0% for a protection zone with any 
type of internal fault. Setting-less relays have many advantages over conventional protection 
schemes: (a) they do not require coordination with any other relay functions, and (b) they can 
detect the fault much faster (i.e., within a few samples which translates to less than one 
millisecond) than conventional protection schemes. The complexity of protection schemes is 
greatly simplified. A schematic of the substation protection scheme where all protection zones are 
protected by a setting-less relay using merging units, is shown in Figure 2-1.  
 

 
 

Figure 2-1: Schematic of Substation Level Setting-less Protective Relaying 
 
The organization of each setting-less protective relay is shown in Figure 2-2. Note that this general 
arrangement applies to any protection zone. 
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Figure 2-2: Organization of Setting-less Protective Relay for a Protection Zone 
 
The setting-less protection method has been inspired from the fact, that differential protection is 
one of the most secure protection schemes that we have and it does not require coordination with 
other protection function. Differential protection simply monitors the validity of Kirchhoff’s 
current law in a device, i.e., the weighted sum of the currents going into a device must be equal to 
zero. This concept can be generalized into monitoring the validity of all other physical laws that 
the device must satisfy, such as Kirchhoff’s voltage law, Faraday's law, etc. This monitoring can 
be done in a systematic way by the use of dynamic state estimation. Specifically, all the physical 
laws that a component must obey are expressed in the dynamic model of the component. Dynamic 
state estimation is used to continuously monitor the dynamic model of the component (zone) under 
protection. If any of the physical laws for the component under protection is violated, the dynamic 
state estimation will capture this condition. Thus, it is proposed to use dynamic state estimator to 
extract the dynamic model of the component under protection [3-10] and to determine whether the 
physical laws for the component are satisfied. The dynamic model of the component accurately 
reflects the condition of the component and the decision to trip or not to trip the component is 
based on the condition of the component only irrespectively of the condition (faults, etc.) of other 
system components. The proposed method requires a monitoring system of the component under 
protection that continuously measures terminal data (such as the terminal voltage magnitude and 
angle, the frequency, and the rate of frequency change - this task is identical to present day 
numerical relays), other variables such as temperature, speed, etc., as appropriate, and component 
status data (such as the tap setting, breaker status, etc.). The dynamic state estimation processes 
these measurements and extracts the real time dynamic model of the component and its operating 
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conditions. An illustrative description for the protection of a single component is provided in 
Figure 2–2. 
After estimating the operating conditions, the well-known chi-square test [8] calculates the 
probability that the measurement data are consistent with the component model, i.e., the physical 
laws that govern the operation of the component. In other words, this probability, which indicates 
the confidence level of the goodness of fit of the component model to the measurements, can be 
used to assess the health of the component. The high confidence level indicates a good fit between 
the measurements and the model, which indicates that the operating condition of the component is 
normal. However, if the component has internal faults, the confidence level would be almost zero 
(i.e., the very poor fit between the measurement and the component model). Figure 2–2 shows the 
concept of entire proposed protection for a single component. 
 
In general, the proposed method can identify any internal abnormality of the component within a 
cycle and trip the component immediately. Furthermore, it does not degrade the security because 
a relay does not trip in the event of normal behavior of the component, for example, in case of 
transformer protection, inrush currents or over excitation currents, since in these cases, as long as 
the inrush currents are consistent with the transient behavior of the transformer as dictated by the 
dynamic model, the method will produce a high confidence level that the transients are consistent 
with the model of the component. Note also that the method does not require any settings or any 
coordination with other relays. 
 
It is important to note that the proposed scheme will perform best when: (a) the measurements are 
as accurate as possible - dependent on the type of instrument transformer used, i.e., VT, CT, etc. 
and the instrumentation channel, i.e., control cable, etc. and (b) the accuracy of the dynamic model 
of the component under protection. These issues, while important, are beyond the scope of this 
report. These issues will be addressed in a subsequent report. 
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Figure 2-3: Generic Description of Setting-less Protection Logic 
 
The proposed protection logic is briefly illustrated in Figure 2–3. The method requires a 
monitoring system of the component under protection that continuously measures terminal data 
(such as the terminal voltage magnitude and angle, the frequency, and the rate of frequency change) 
and component status data (such as tap setting and temperature for transformers). The dynamic 
state estimation processes these measurement data with the dynamic model of the component 
yielding the operating conditions of the component.  
 
The implementation of the setting-less relays has been approached from an object-oriented point 
of view. For this purpose, the constituent parts of the approach have been evaluated and have been 
abstracted into a number of objects. Specifically, the setting-less approach requires the following 
objects: 
 

1. the mathematical model of the protection zone 
2. the physical measurements that may consist of analog and digital data 
3. the mathematical model of the physical measurements 
4. the mathematical model of the virtual measurements 
5. the mathematical model of the derived measurements 
6. the mathematical model of the pseudo measurements 
7. the dynamic state estimation algorithms 
8. the bad data detection and identification algorithm 
9. the protection logic and trip signals 
10. online parameter identification method 
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An overview of the design of the setting-less protection relay is shown in Figure 2–4.  
 

 

Figure 2-4: Setting-less Protection Relay Organization 
 
This approach faces some challenges which can be overcome with present technology. A partial 
list of the challenges is given below: 
 

1. Ability to perform the dynamic state estimation in real time 
2. Initialization issues 
3. Communications in case of a geographically extended component (i.e., lines) 
4. New modeling approaches for components - connects well with the topic of modeling 

requirement for GPS synchronized measurements in case of multiple independent data 
acquisition systems. 

5. Other 
The modeling issue is fundamental in this approach. For success, the model must be high fidelity 
so that the component state estimator will reliably determine the operating status (health) of the 
component. For example, consider a transformer during energization. The transformer will 
experience high in-rush current that represent a tolerable operating condition and therefore no relay 
action should occur. The component state estimator should be able to "track" the in-rush current 
and determine that they represent a tolerable operating condition. This requires a transformer 
model that accurately models saturation and in-rush current in the transformer. We can foresee the 
possibility that a high-fidelity model used for protective relaying can be used as the main 
depository of the model which can provide the appropriate model for other applications. For 
example, for EMS applications, a positive sequence model can be computed from the high-fidelity 
model and send to the EMS data base. The advantage of this approach will be that the EMS model 
will come from a field validated model (the utilization of the model by the relay in real time provide 
the validation of the model). This overall approach is shown in Figure 2.4. Since protection is 
ubiquitous, it makes economic sense to use relays for distributed model data base that provides the 
capability of perpetual model validation. 
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Figure 2-4: Protection Zone Model Validation and Interfaces to Other Power System Operations 
 
As any relaying scheme, setting-less relays are also vulnerable to hidden failures. Hidden failures 
will cause errors in the protection logic whether a legacy protection function or setting-less relay. 
It follows that hidden failures are critical and undermine protection reliability. Methods to detect 
such failures are essential for reliable protection of power system components. We propose a 
estimation based centralized substation protection (ebCSP) scheme to supervise all setting-less 
relays in a substation to secure their operation against hidden failures.  
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3. Implementation of ebCSP 

A scheme for centralized protection for a substation is presented in this section. We prefer an 
implementation using merging units and setting-less relays for protection zones. The overall 
proposed structure is shown in Figure 3–1. The system consists of the instrumentation, the merging 
units, the setting-less relays that provide protection for each protection zone, communications 
channels between relays and controls and telemetering and a substation wide quasi-dynamic state 
estimation to continuously monitor the integrity of the overall system. In our implementation, at 
the setting-less relays, the dynamic state estimation is performed 40 times per cycle. This 
accommodates the standard sampling rate of 80 samples per cycle. This process has been 
demonstrated with extensive numerical experiments, in the laboratory and in the field.  
 
The setting-less relay can also compute the phasors of the V and I measurements and stream the 
phasor data to the station bus as indicated in Figure 3–1. The phasor measurements are used to 
perform a substation-wide state estimator. This state estimator is implemented with three 
additional important applications: (a) detection of bad data, (b) hypothesis testing, and (c) 
correction/replacement of compromised data, if any. These applications provide the mechanism 
by which the individual setting-less relays are supervised and ensure that they will always operate 
with validated data as it will be explained later.  

 
 

Figure 3–1 Illustration of Overall Approach 
 
To complete the picture, the substation-wide state estimator also communicates with the control 
center (EMS). Specifically, the validated results from the state estimator are streamed to the EMS 
where the results from all substations can be time aligned and synthesize the operating conditions 
(state) the entire system. This is illustrated in Figure 3–2. It is emphasized that the proposed 
approach facilitates efficient communications. Specifically, each substation sends to the EMS only 
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its real-time model which comprises a very small number of data. When connectivity changes, 
then connectivity data are transmitted by exception. Similarly, if model changes occur, the new 
mathematical model will be transmitted by exception. The end result is that while the merging 
units in a substation may be collecting data at rates of millions of data points per second, the 
frequency domain state (phasors) are only a few tens of data points per second and per substation. 
 
In order to better accommodate the seamless operation of each function of the system, the 
architecture of the system should be streamlined. Figure 3–3 and Figure 3–4 illustrate the 
architecture with emphasis on the data flow and data handling. Figure 3–3 shows the architecture 
to deal with sample values. Note that all SV are concentrated on four circular buffers which are 
handled with the sample value data concentrator (SVDC). The four circular buffers handle the 
local SVs and the telemetered SV with full redundancy. The SVDC time aligns the SVs as they 
may be coming from the various merging units with different time latencies and orders them in the 
circular buffer. Figure 3–4 shows a similar architecture for phasor data. The scheme accommodates 
local phasor data as well as telemetered phasor data. Finally, Figure 3–5 shows the overall 
architecture. 

 
Figure 3–2 Synthesis of System Wide State Estimate from Substation State Estimates 
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Figure 3-3: Architecture for Handling Sampled Values in the Substation 

 
 

 
Figure 3-4: Architecture for Handling Phasor Data in the Substation 
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Figure 3-5: Overall Architecture of the Proposed Scheme 

 
The centralized protection scheme consists of four main modules, as shown in Figure 3–1. The 
first module is measurement model extraction, which extracts the phasor measurement model from 
the merging units setup file and the sampled values at the process bus. The second module is the 
DSE module, which performs DSE at the substation level to detect data abnormalities. The third 
module is the hypothesis testing module, which identifies the cause of data abnormalities in real 
time (hidden failures or faulty power system components). The fourth module is the compromised 
data correction/replacement module, which corrects/replaces compromised data with estimated 
data to enable the secure and dependable operation of the setting-less relays. Note that the third 
and fourth modules are executed only when an abnormality has been detected. Brief descriptions 
of each module are provided next.  
 

3.1 Measurement Model Extraction Module  

The measurement model for the substation wide dynamic state estimator is needed in phasor form 
and it is computed from the sample values at the process bus and the measurement definition 
included in the merging unit setup. Note that the so-extracted phasor measurements correspond 
one-to-one with the measurements collected at the merging units. The implementation of the 
measurement computation in phasor domain has been implemented in an object-oriented manner. 
We have developed a standard syntax for models and measurements which has been named State 
Control and Parameter Algebraic Quadratic Companion Form (SCPAQCF). The SCPAQCF is a 
mathematical model derived from the physical model of each power system device in the 
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substation, including the interconnecting circuits. Using the device model, the SCAQCF syntax of 
the measurements is computed. The SCPAQCF model and measurement development process has 
the following steps.  
 
Step 1: The Compact Device Model: The first step is to write the mathematical model equations 
for the physical power device under consideration. We refer to it as the compact device model and 
consists of a set of algebraic and differential equations that are linear and/or nonlinear. This is the 
usual way that one models a power device.  
 
Step 2: The SCPQDM Device Model: The second step is the quadratization step and it is invoked 
when the device compact model exhibits nonlinearities higher than two. This step is achieved by 
introducing new state variables. The end result is that the model consists of linear and possibly 
quadratic terms. The variables appearing in this form are the states of the model, the control 
variables of the model and the parameters of the model. The model in this format is referred to as 
the State, Control and Parameter Quadratized Dynamic Model (SCPQDM).  
 
The state, control and parameter quadratized device model is presented here. The specific syntax 
of the model has been developed under the following requirements: (a) all external equations, 
which include through variables, are linear differential equations and they are listed first; (b) the 
remaining (internal) equations are structured as follows: (b1) all equations that include differential 
terms are converted into linear equations and listed first together with the linear internal equations; 
(b2) the remaining equations are quadratic equations and are listed next. 
 
In addition, the state variables should be ordered as follows: (1) the interface states are listed first 
and should be corresponding to through variables; (2) the remaining state variables should be 
ordered so that should make the equations diagonal dominant, if possible.  
 
The standard time domain quadratized model is shown below: 
 

1 1 1 1 1

2 2 2 2 2

3 3 3 3 3

( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( )0 ( ) ( ) ( )

0 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

eqx equ eqp eqxd eqc

eqx equ eqp eqxd eqc

T i T i
eqx equ eqp eqxx equu

d ti t Y t Y t Y t D C
dt

d tY t Y t Y t D C
dt

Y t Y t Y t t F t t F t t

= + + + +

= + + + +

   
   

= + + + + +   
   
   

xx u p

xx u p

x u p x x u u p

  

 

3

3 3 3 3

( )

      ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

T i
eqpp

T i T i T i
equx eqpx equp eqc

F t

t F t t F t t F t C

 
 
 
 
 

     
     

+ + + +     
     
     

p

u x p x u p
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( , , )

                 

T i T i T i
feqx fequ feqp feqxx fequu feqpp

T i T i T i
fequx feqpx fequp feqc

Y Y Y F F F

F F F C

     
     

= + + + + +     
     
     

     
     

+ + + +     
     
     

h x u p x u p x x u u p p

u x p x u p

  

  

  

  

 

 
Step 3: The SCPAQCF Model: The third step involves a numerical integration of the SCPQDM. 
The method we use is the quadratic integration method which assumes that the variables vary 
quadratically over the integration time step. The end result of the quadratic integration is the 
SCPAQCF. Note that SCPAQCF model consists of algebraic equations only as the dynamics of 
the model (differential terms) have been converted into algebraic equation with “past history”. 
Note that other numerical integration methods can be used. We found the quadratic integration has 
very nice properties and is not too complex. The mathematical details of this process can be found 
in previous publications. 
 
The end result is an algebraic companion form that is a set of linear and quadratic algebraic 
equations that are cast in the following standards form: 
 

( )
0
0

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( )
0
0

               ( ) ( ) ( ) (

T i T i T i
eqx equ eqp eqxx eqpp equu

m

T i T i
equx equp

i t

Y t Y t Y t t F t t F t t F t
i t

t F t t F

 
 
       
       

= + + + + +       
       

      
 
 

 
 

+ + 
 
 

  

  

 



x u p x x p p u u

u x u p ) ( ) ( )T i
eqpx eqt t F t B

   
   

+ −   
   
   



 

p x

  (1) 

and 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )eq eqx equ eqp eq eqB N t h N t h N t h M i t h K= − − − − − − − − −x u p    (2) 

 
where ( )( ), mi t i t  is the through variable (current) vector, [ ( ), ( )]mt t=x x x  is the external and 

internal state variables, [ ( ), ( )]mt t=u u u  is the control variables, t is present time, tm is the 
midpoint between the present and previous time, Yeq is an admittance matrix, Feq are the nonlinear 
matrices.  
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Step 4: The SCPQDM Measurement Model: Any measurement is a function of the state, control 
and parameter vector. The quadratized model results in the following general quadratized model 
of a measurement. 
 

( )( ) ( ) ( )z z z z
d tz t Y t Y t D C

dt
= + + +

xx u   

 
The model also includes the measurement noise error: dMeterScale, dMeterSigmaPU 
Step 5: The SCPAQCF Measurement Model: The quadratized measurement model is integrated 
with the quadratic integration method to provide the SCPAQCF model of the measurement. The 
SCPAQCF measurement model has the following form: 
 

, , , , ,
T i T i T i

m x m x m u m u m ux mY F Y F F C
     
     = + + + + +     
     
     

z x x x u u u u x
  

    
, ,( ) ( ) ( )m m x m u m mC N t h N t h M z t h K= − + − + − +x u  

 
dMeterScale, dMeterSigmaPU 
where [ ( ), ( )]mz z t z t=  is the measurement vector, [ ( ), ( )]mt t=x x x  is the external and internal state 

variables, [ ( ), ( )]mt t=u u u  is the control variables, t is present time, tm is the midpoint between 
the present and previous time, the indicated matrices are dependent upon the parameters appearing 
in the measurement quadratized model. 
 
This model is expressed in sparsity mode and has the following form: 
 

, , , , , ,
, , ,

k k k k k k
j eqx i i eqx ij i j equ i i equ ij i j eqxu ij i j eq i

i i j i i j i j i
z Y x F x x Y u F u u F x u b= ⋅ + ⋅ ⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅ ⋅ + ⋅ ⋅ −∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑  

 
In general the measurements can be identified as: (a) actual measurements, (b) virtual 
measurements, (c) derived measurements and (d) pseudo measurements. The types of 
measurements will be discussed next. 
 
Actual Measurements: In general, the actual measurements can be classified as across and through 
measurements. Across measurements are measurements of voltages or other physical quantities at 
the terminals of a protection zone such as speed on the shaft of a generator/model. These quantities 
are typically states in the model of the component. For this reason, the across measurements has a 
simple model as follows: 
 

 j i j jz x x η= ± + .   (3) 

Through measurements are typically currents at the terminals of a device or other quantities at the 
terminals of a device such as torque on the shaft of a generator/motor. The quantity of a through 
measurement is typically a function of the state of the device. For this reason, the through 
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measurement model is extracted from the algebraic companion form, i.e., the measurement model 
is simply one equation of the SCACQF model, as follows: 
 

, , , , , ,
, , ,

k k k k k k
j eqx i i eqx ij i j equ i i equ ij i j eqxu ij i j eq i

i i j i i j i j i
z Y x F x x Y u F u u F x u b= ⋅ + ⋅ ⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅ ⋅ + ⋅ ⋅ −∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ,  (4) 

where the superscript k means the kth row of the matrix or the vector.  
 
Virtual Measurements: The virtual measurements represent a physical law that must be satisfied. 
For example, we know that at a node the sum of the currents must be zero by Kirchhoff’s current 
law. In this case we can define a measurement (sum of the currents); note that the value of the 
measurement (zero) is known with certainty. This is a virtual measurement. 
 
The model can provide virtual measurements in the form of equations that must be satisfied. 
Consider for example the mth SCAQCF model equation below: 
 

, , , , , ,
, , ,

0 k k k k k k
eqx i i eqx ij i j equ i i equ ij i j eqxu ij i j eq i

i i j i i j i j i
Y x F x x Y u F u u F x u b= ⋅ + ⋅ ⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅ ⋅ + ⋅ ⋅ −∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑   (5) 

This equation is simply a relationship among the states the component that must be satisfied. 
Therefore, we can state that the zero value is a measurement that we know with certainty. We refer 
to this as a virtual measurement. 
 
Derived Measurements: A derived measurement is a measurement that can be defined for a 
physical quantity by utilizing physical laws. An example derived measurement is shown in Figure 
3–7. The figure illustrates a series compensated power line with actual measurements on the line 
side only. Then derived measurements are defined for each capacitor section. Note that the derived 
measurements enable the observation of the voltage across the capacitor sections. 
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Figure 3–7 Example Derived Measurements 
 
Pseudo Measurements: Pseudo measurements are hypothetical measurements for which we may 
have an idea of their expected values but we do not have an actual measurement. For example, a 
pseudo measurement can be the voltage at the neutral; we know that this voltage will be very small 
under normal operating conditions. In this case we can define a measurement of value zero but 
with a very high uncertainty. 
 
Summary: Eventually, all the measurement objects form the following measurement set: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( )

, T T T T
m m

m

x t
z h x t c a x t b x t x t x t F

x t
η η

 
 = + = + + + +  

 
,  (6) 

where z is the measurement vector, x the state vector, h the known function of the model, a, b are 
constant vectors, F are constant matrices, and η the vector of measurement errors. 
 
Phasor Extraction: The ebCSP performs dynamic state estimation in the quasi-dynamic domain, 
which is the domain that neglects electrical transient phenomena and uses phasor quantities. 
Therefore, phasor quantities need to be computed from the sample values used in the setting-less 
relay. These phasor quantities have been computed using Fourier series expansion, which allows 
us to express the sampled waveform x(t) as follows: 
 ( ) ( ) ( )1 2cos sinx t a t a t harmonicsω ω= + +   
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To compute the parameters a1 and a2 efficiently, we propose using the circular array-based 
algorithm as illustrated in Figure 3-8 [13]. To explain the algorithm, consider a sampled value of 
x(i) and two sets of circular arrays with N entries each. The entries of the circular buffers are 
initialized to zero. Then the process starts by computing the values y(i) and z(i) for each sampled 
value as follows:  
 

0( ) ( )cos( )y i x i W Ti=  

0( ) ( )sin( )z i x i W Ti=  
 
where x(i) is the sampled value at sample i, W0 is the base frequency, and T is the period of the 
sampled waveform.  
 
After each sample, the values of V1(k) and V2(k) are computed as follows:  
 

( )1

1
( )

k N

i k
V k y i

+ −

=
= ∑  

2

1
( ) ( )

k N

i k
V k z i

+ −

=
= ∑  

 
For each new sample beyond the first N samples, the values V1(k) and V2(k) are updated as 
follows: 
 

1 1( ) ( 1) ( ) ( )V k V k y i y i N= − + − −  

2 2( ) ( 1) ( ) ( )V k V k z i z i N= − + − −  
 
where ( )y i N−  and ( )z i N− are the oldest values in the circular buffer that will be overwritten by 
introducing the latest values of ( )y i  and ( )z i .  
 
Finally, the phasor values are computed as follows: 

2( ) ( ( ) ( ))1 2x k V k V kN= +  
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Figure 3-8 Illustration of circular buffer implementation for phasor extraction 

 

3.2 Substation-Wide Dynamic State Estimation Module  

The substation-wide dynamic state estimation module operates on the entire measurement set of 
the substation. No other information is needed. The DSE computes the best estimate of the 
substation dynamic state. Subsequently, the goodness of fit between the measurements and the 
substation model is computed via the well-known chi-square test which calculates the probability 
of goodness of fit between the measurement and the substation model. This probability is also 
referred to as confidence level. A high probability of goodness of fit, i.e. more than 0.90 results in 
declaring all the data in the substation valid. In this case no further action is required. Otherwise, 
the hypothesis module is called to identify the root cause of the bad data via hypothesis testing and 
correct/replace compromised data. 
 
In the proposed scheme, the dynamic state estimation method is used to compute the best estimate 
of the state variables for the substation. These computed states are used to calculate the estimated 
measurement using the substation model. The state estimation performance is analyzed through a 
chi-square test, which measures the goodness of fit between the measurements and the substation 
model. The goodness of fit is quantified by what is known as the confidence level. Therefore, a 
high confidence level indicates that the measurements’ fit with the model and the substation is 
healthy. The following subsection details the process of the dynamic state estimation formulations.  
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Weighted Least-Square Method 
We have used the weighted least-square method to formulate the dynamic state estimation at the 
substation level. This formulation is started by expressing the measurements in terms of the state 
variables of the substation as follows: 
 

 ( ) ( ) , ,
T iz t h x Y F Cqm x qm x qmk k η η

 
  = + = + + + 
 
  

x x x



  



  

where z is the measurements; 𝑥𝑥 is the state variables; Yqm, x is the coefficient matrix of the linear 
terms; Fqm,x is the coefficient matrix of nonlinear terms; Cqm is the constant term; and 𝜂𝜂 is the 
measurement error. 
 
Then the WLS method is formulated as an optimization problem with an objective function to 
minimize the error as follows [11], [12], [15]:  
 

      

 

where 𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖 = η𝑖𝑖
𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖

,  𝑊𝑊 = 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 �⋯ , 1
𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖
2 ,⋯�, and 𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖 is the standard deviation of the meter by which the 

corresponding measurement 𝑧𝑧 is measured.  
 
For the nonlinear case, the solution is given with Newton’s iterative algorithm as follows:  
 
 1 1( ) ( ( ) )V V T T vx x H WH H W h x z+ −= − −   

where 𝐻𝐻 is the Jacobean matrix computed as follows: 
 
 ( )h xH x

δ
δ=   

For the linear case, the solution is given as follows: 
 
 1( ) ( )T TX H WH H W Z C−= − .  

 Abnormality Detection 
Abnormality detection is achieved by performing the chi-square test, which calculates the 
goodness of fit between the measurement and the substation model. The goodness of fit is 
quantified by the confidence level. A high confidence level indicates a healthy substation, and a 
low confidence level indicates an abnormality. The chi-square test is computed as follows [11], 

2
2

1 1

( )n n
Ti i

i
i ii

h x zMinimize J s Wη η
σ= =

 −
= = = 

 
∑ ∑
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2

0

( ) ( )( )
n

k k

k

h x Z tξ
δ=

−
= ∑


  

 V m n= −   
 2Pr( ) ( , )P Vχ ξ ξ≤ =   
 Confidence level= 2Pr( ) 1 ( , )P Vχ ξ ξ≥ = −   
 

where the  variable is the summation of normalized residuals, which have a Gaussian 
distribution within the range of –1 to 1. The variable V represents the degree of freedom, which is 
the difference between the number of the measurement (m) and the number of the states (n). The 
term  is the chi-square probability distribution function, which is shown in Figure 3-8. 
It represents the probability that the summation of the normalized residuals is out of the bounds. 
In fact, it is the probability that the measurements do not fit the model. Accordingly, this 
probability is used to compute the confidence level which is the probability that the measurements 
fit the substation model.  
 

 
Figure 3-8 Chi-square probability distribution function [11] 

  

ξ

2Pr( )χ ξ≤
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3.3 Hypothesis Testing Module 

This module is initiated when the dynamic state estimation has declared the existence of bad data 
(data abnormality). The objective of this module is to identify the root cause of the abnormality, 
i.e. power fault or hidden failure. There exist three possibilities: (a) one or more power faults exist 
in the system, (b) one or more hidden failures, or (c) simultaneous occurrence of faults and hidden 
failures. The probability of having two simultaneous faults or two simultaneous hidden failures 
within the substation is very low. Realistically, one should consider the following possible events 
as most likely to occur: (a) occurrence of a hidden failure, (b) occurrence of a power fault, and (c) 
simultaneous occurrence of a power fault and a hidden failure. Other possible events will have 
insignificant probabilities of occurring simultaneously.  
 
The hypothesis testing is guided by the following observations: (a) at the substation level the 
redundancy is high (over 2000%) – this implies that the existence of leveraging points are not 
existent and therefore normalized residuals from the state estimator can be used as guidance of 
where the problem is located. (b) System is continuously running – this implies that any abnormal 
event will be captured in real time. The probability of simultaneous failure events occurring at 
exactly the same tie is low. Thus, the hypotheses to be considered should be limited to first order 
events.  
 
To identify the type and location of the abnormality, we propose using hypothesis testing. The 
enabler for such approach is the high redundancy in the measurements at the substation level. This 
redundancy minimizes the possibility of leverage point. Therefore, the measurements with 
abnormality will always experience higher residual error than the healthy ones. Accordingly, the 
hypothesis testing starts by characterizing the measurements as suspect based on the values of their 
normalized residuals. Typically, the measurements with the highest normalized residual are 
considered as suspicious measurements. The Normalized residual is computed during the DSE 
computation with: 
 

( )ˆi i
i

i

h x z
nr

σ
− 

=  
 

 

 
where inr  is the normalized residual for measurement i, ( )ˆih x is the calculated measurement using 
the estimated substation states, iz is the measurement i, and iσ is the standard deviation of the 
meter error. 
 
To classify the abnormality to either hidden failure or power fault we introduce the concept of 
device common mode criteria which enables grouping multiple suspicious measurements into one 
set if they are modeled by a single device and their normalized residuals exceed threshold of 2. 
There are two device common mode criteria; (1) a zone common mode criterion which allows 
grouping all the measurements associated with a zone, for which setting-less relay is operated, into 
a one set of suspicious measurements if their normalized residuals exceed 2. and (2) an 
instrumentation channel common mode criterion which enables grouping the measurements 
extracted from an instrumentation channel if their normalized residual exceed threshold of 2.  
Our design considers three types of hypotheses.  
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Hypothesis Type 1 (H1): Remove suspect measurements and rerun DSE. If probability is high 
(more than 0.9), then: (a) removed measurements are bad, (b) identify root cause, (c) issue 
diagnostics, and (d) replace bad data with estimated values. End hypothesis testing. Otherwise go 
to H2. 
 
Hypothesis Type 2 (H2): (determine if a fault decision is correct). For the reported faulted device, 
remove all internal device measurements and remove the faulted device model from the substation 
model. Then rerun DSE. If probability is high (more than 0.9), then: (a) the device/protection zone 
is truly experiencing an internal fault. Allow zone relay to trip the faulted device. End hypothesis 
testing. 
 
Hypothesis Type 3 (H3): This test combines type 1 and type 2 hypothesis testing to cover the case 
of a simultaneous fault and a hidden failure. 
 
The first hypothesis considers bad measurements only as a result of hidden failure. This hypothesis 
involves selecting the measurement with the highest normalized residual and subjecting it to 
instrumentation channel common mode criterion to identify the associated instrumentation 
channel. For this particular hypothesis, we also verify the measurements associated with the 
instrumentation channels of the adjacent phases. If they exceed a threshold of 2, they are included 
in the set of the suspicious measurements. The set of suspicious measurements and the models of 
their instrumentation channels are removed from the measurement set and substation models 
respectively. Then the ebCSP reruns the DSE. If this process reveals high confidence level, hidden 
failure is detected in the instrumentation channels corresponding to the removed models and 
measurements. 
 
The second hypothesis is a power fault in the zone for which the setting-less relay is operated. This 
hypothesis involves selecting the measurements with highest value of normalized residual and 
subjecting it to zone common mode criterion. If the residuals exceed a threshold of 2, the 
measurements are included in the set of the suspicious measurements. The set of suspicious 
measurements and the models of their zone are removed from the measurements set and substation 
model respectively.  Then the ebCSP reruns the DSE. If this process reveals high confidence level 
power fault is detected in the zone corresponded to the removed models and measurements.  
 
The third hypothesis is both hidden failure in an instrumentation channel and power fault in a zone. 
The two sets of suspicious measurements considered in the previous two hypotheses are grouped 
as one set of suspicious measurements. Then, this set of measurements is removed with their 
associated models. A successful outcome of the third hypothesis indicates a detection of both 
hidden failure and power fault. 
 
Figure 3-9 depicts our proposed design for the hypothesis testing. The overall concept is to identify 
a suspicious measurement (i.e., the measurement with the highest normalized residual). Then, the 
suspicious measurement is verified for the device common mode criteria to identify the hypothesis 
under consideration and group suspicious measurements according to the selected hypothesis. 
More specifically, the instrumentation channel common mode criterion results in selecting the first 
type of hypothesis which is hidden failure in instrumentation channel. Furthermore, the zone 
common mode criterion results in selecting the second type of hypothesis which is power fault in 
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the corresponding zone. In case of single event, the ebCSP selects the first or second type of 
hypothesis based on the device common mode criteria, removes suspicious measurements from 
substation measurements and the corresponding device model from substation model and reruns 
the DSE. High confidence level indicates a successful hypothesis and abnormality is identified 
based on the selected hypothesis. In case of two simultaneous events the process is summarized in 
the following points: 
 

1) The ebCSP starts with either hypothesis type1 or type 2 based on the qualified device 
common mode criterion. This hypothesis will fail because of the second abnormality.  

 

2) The ebCSP moves to the second hypothesis during which it verifies the normalized 
residual for all measurements that are not included in the removal process during the first 
hypothesis, picks the highest normalized residual, verifies the device common mode 
criteria, groups the suspicious measurements, removes suspicious measurements, and 
reruns the DSE. This hypothesis will fail because of the second abnormality.  

 

3) It is important to note that if the hypothesis is not successful, the removed set of 
measurements must be returned to the list of the measurements.    

 

4) The DSE moves to the third hypothesis which combines the previous two types. This 
hypothesis should be successful in restoring high confidence level of the substation.  

 

5) It is important to note that during the two concurrent events the redundancy in the 
measurements at the substation level will guarantee the convergence of the hypothesis 
testing. In other words, this redundancy will enable the successful performance of the 
hypothesis algorithm. 
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Figure 3-9: Flow chart of the hypothesis testing 
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3.4 Data Correction Module 

The data correction/replacement module is executed when a hidden failure of instrumentation 
channels has been identified. The hypothesis testing has identified a number of compromised 
measurements. Then using the model of the entire substation and the real time operating conditions 
(both provided by the DSE) the physical quantities represented by these measurements are 
computed (estimated values). The computed quantities are sampled values. Subsequently, the 
ebCSP streams the estimated values of the compromised data into the process bus, replacing the 
actual data collected by the merging units. Now any computing device using the sample values at 
the process bus will be using corrected data. 
 
The ebCSP uses the substation states to compute the estimated values of measurements using the 
substation models. These calculated measurements are used to compute the sampled values 
corresponding to the compromised measurements with the following equation: 
 

( ) ( )cosm m m m mx x t A tω θ= = +      

 
where Xm is the estimated signal, Am is the estimated magnitude computed in the ebCSP, and 𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃 
is the estimated angle computed in the ebCSP.  
 
Upon calculating the sampled values of the compromised measurements, the ebCSP streams these 
values to the sample values circular buffers at the same rate and in sync with the merging units. 
Note that this data overrides the compromised data in the circular buffers. Then the setting-less 
relay, which suffers from hidden failures, will be automatically using the corrected data and the 
operation of the setting-less relay will reset accordingly. To facilitate this process, we propose 
introducing a delay of two cycles in the operation of the setting-less relay to allow the ebCSP to 
perform the computational procedures and start replacing the compromised data, if necessary, in 
less than two cycles. This means that the ebCSP must have the computational speed to complete 
its tasks in about 1.75 cycles or less. The breakdown of these two cycles is illustrated in Figure 
3-10. 
 

 
Figure 3-10: Breakdown of Time-delay for the setting-less relay 
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4. Numerical Experiments of ebCSP 

This section describes several test cases to validate the proposed centralized protection scheme. 
The ebCSP concept has been tested with numerous numerical experiments. Here we present 
numerical results for a relatively small substation, as shown in Figure 4-1. For simplicity, we 
consider only five Protection Zones of the substation: (a) 115 kV Transmission Line, (b) 115 kV 
Bus, (c) 115/13.8 kV, 36 MVA Transformer, (d) 13.8 kV Bus, and (e) 13.8 kV Distribution Line 
(one of the two). The objective of the numerical experiments was to prove the concept and show 
that the system can be implemented on a larger scale. Figure 4-2 shows the instrumentation 
channels associated with the five protection zones only. The total number of SV measurements is 
101. The total number of phasor measurements at the substation level is 202 (considering real and 
imaginary quantities for each phase). The total number of states of the substation is 38, resulting 
in a redundancy of 513%. Note the redundancy is lower than what will be experienced in a typical 
substation and therefore represents worse conditions from an actual substation case. We used this 
substation to demonstrate the ability of the ebCSP to detect and identify hidden failures as well as 
verify the occurrence of faults. The simulation included the effect of this hidden failure on the 
setting-less relays and the performance of the ebCSP in detecting, identifying and correcting the 
effects of the hidden failure. We tested the ebCSP capabilities for five types of hidden failure. The 
categories of hidden failures are labeled: (1) PT fuse blown, (2) CT saturation, (3) CT short circuit, 
(4) CT reverse polarity, and (5) Incorrect CT ratio setting. The simulation for each case includes 
the effect of the simulated hidden failure type in the setting-less relays and the response of the 
ebCSP to the event. The overview of the cases is presented in this chapter, and the corresponding 
result analysis are available in appendices.  
 

 
Figure 4–1 Example Test System for Numerical Experiments 
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Figure 4–2 Single Line Diagram with Instrumentation 
 

4.1 Case 1: PT Fuse Blown 

The fuse blown is one of the common hidden failure modes in the PT circuits. It is simulated by 
modeling the fuse as an ideal switch that opens completely when the fuse blows. The fuse of the 
wye-wye connected PT-4, phase A (PT-4A), which provides the setting-less relays of the 
transformer zone with the voltage measurement of the secondary side of the transformer, was 
blown. This case was simulated for three scenarios: (a) single event, fuse blown of PT-4A without 
fault, (b) two non-simultaneous events, blown fuse of PT-4A and phase to phase fault in the 
distribution line, and (c) two simultaneous events, blown fuse of PT-4A and phase-to-phase fault 
in the distribution line. The objective of these three scenarios is to demonstrate the capability of 
ebCSP to distinguish between a hidden failure and a faulty zone through the hypothesis testing.  
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Scenario 1: Single Event, Fuse Blown of PT-4A without Fault 

This scenario examines the effect of a single event of hidden failure on the setting-less relay and 
the response of the ebCSP. The simulation period is 5 seconds. The event of the blown fuse was 
initiated at t=2 seconds. Furthermore, the case was initially simulated with a load of 6 MW. An 
additional load of 6MW was switched on at t=3 seconds and switched off at t=4 seconds. The 
results of the setting-less relay of the transformer zone, as well as the proposed ebCSP, are 
presented below. 

 
Figure 4–3 Outcome of the setting-less relay of the transformer zone for Scenario1 

 

Setting-less Relay 
The waveform of the voltage measurement extracted from PT4 and recorded in the setting-less 
relay of the transformer zone is shown in Figure 4–3. The Figure clearly shows phase A voltage 
experienced a significant voltage drop as a result of the blown fuse. The Figure also depicts the 
response of the setting-less relay that detected abnormal conditions and its confidence level 
dropped. Moreover, the relay operated accordingly and initiated a trip signal, as shown in Figure 
4–3. If this operation is executed, the transformer will be tripped because of the blown fuse 
condition, which is not a fault in the transformer. This scenario clearly displays the impact of the 
hidden failures on the operation of the protection system and the potential negative consequences 
in power system operation. 
 

Table 4-1 Summary of the hypothesis testing for Scenario1 

Hypothesis # Hypothesis Result 

1 Hidden Failure in PT-4A High confidence level 
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Figure 4–4 Voltage magnitude and angle from PT4 for Scenario1 
 

ebCSP 
Figure 4–4 shows the phasor quantities of the events obtained from the ebCSP. The Figure shows 
the voltage magnitude of phase A experienced a significant drop as a result of the blown fuse. The 
ebCSP responded immediately to the event, which caused the confidence level of the substation to 
drop, by initiating the hypothesis testing, summarized in Table 4-1. During the hypothesis testing 
the ebCSP scanned the values of the normalized residuals of all the measurements and selected the 
measurement with the highest normalized residual as a suspicious measurement. According to 
Figure 4–5, measurement#66 extracted from PT-4A has the highest value of the normalized 
residuals. Furthermore, the device common- mode criteria verification revealed that 
instrumentation channel common mode criterion was satisfied. Also, verifying the adjacent phases 
of PT-4A revealed that they did not qualify as suspicious measurements. Thus, only the 
measurement of PT-4A was considered as suspicious measurement. Accordingly, the hypothesis 
under consideration was a hidden failure in PT4, phase A. Subsequently, all the measurements 
extracted from PT-4A were removed from the measurement set. The dynamic state estimation was 
performed again starting at time: t=2 sec. The results are shown in Figure 4–5. Note that this test 
indicates a high confidence level after the removal of the measurements extracted from phase A 
of PT-4. Moreover, as an outcome of hypothesis testing (Figure 4–5), the ebCSP detected a hidden 
failure in the substation. In this scenario, the ebCSP issued a diagnostic, inhibited temporarily the 
operation of the setting-less relay. Additionally, Figure 4–5 shows the ebCSP did not detect a 
faulty zone because the zone common-mode criterion was not satisfied, which indicated unfaulty 
substation. Subsequently, the ebCSP identified exactly which instrumentation channels suffered 
from hidden failure as shown in Figure 4–6. The Figure shows that the ebCSP identified PT-4, 
phase A as the instrumentation channel suffering from hidden failure. This identification 
corresponds to the removed measurement. Subsequently, the ebCSP streamed estimated values of 
PT-4, phase A data to setting-less relay to replace the compromised data. This scenario 
demonstrated that measurement redundancy at the substation level makes hypothesis testing quite 
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efficient because the measurement suffering from hidden failure experienced the highest 
normalized residuals and therefore placed first in the removal process.  
 

 

Figure 4–5 The highest values of the normalized residual for Scenario 1 
 
 

 
Figure 4–6 The outcome of hypothesis testing for Scenario 1 
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Figure 4–7 Hidden failure status in instrumentation channels for Scenario 1 

 

Setting-less Relay Corrected Response  
The ebCSP computes the substation states as an outcome of the DSE. These states are used by the 
ebCSP to compute the estimated measurements for each measurement used in performing the DSE 
including the removed measurements. Upon detecting hidden failure, the ebCSP computes the time 
domain waveforms using the calculated measurements, as explained. The ebCSP streams these 
waveforms to the setting-less relay, which suffers from the hidden failures, to override the 
compromised measurement. To facilitate this process a delay of 2 cycles in the setting-less relay 
operation is introduced. This process is depicted in Figure 4–8 where the bad signal was overridden 
in the relay with the calculated sampled values after 2 cycles of the fuse blown initiation. 
Furthermore, the confidence level of the setting-less relay responded to the bad data replacement 
and recovered from low confidence level as shown in Figure 4–8, which also shows that the trip 
signal was not initiated because of the 2-cycle delay introduced in the operation of the setting-less 
relay. This process demonstrates the advantage of this scheme in maintaining high security and 
dependability of the protection system even with the presence of hidden failures. For this example, 
high security was demonstrated in detecting the hidden failure, while high dependability was 
demonstrated by replacing the compromised data to maintain the functionality of the protection 
system.  
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Figure 4-8: Setting-less Relay Corrected Response for Scenario 1 
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Scenario 2: Two Non-Concurrent Events, Fuse Blown of PT-4A and Phase to Phase Fault in 
the Distribution Line 

The definition of hidden failures states that the hidden failures initiation takes place during the 
switching event in the network such as load switching and fault initiation. Moreover, the definition 
implies that the switching event might be concurrent or ahead of time in a short time window of 
the hidden failure. The latter is simulated in this scenario with one cycle time window. The first 
event is a phase to phase fault at the middle of the distribution line, initiated at t=2 seconds. One 
cycle later, at t=2.016s seconds, the second event of fuse blowing (i.e., hidden failure) was initiated 
by modeling the fuse as an ideal switch that opens completely when the fuse blows. Similar to the 
previous scenario, the fuse located in the primary side of the wye-wye connected PT 4, phase A, 
was blown. The simulation period is 5 seconds. Furthermore, the scenario was simulated initially 
with a load of 6 MW. An additional load of 6MW was switched on at t=3 seconds and switched 
off at t=4 seconds. The objective of this scenario is to test the performance of the ebCSP for two 
events in the substation. The results of setting-less relay of the transformer zone, as well as the 
proposed ebCSP, are presented below. 
 

Setting-less Relay 
Figure 4–9 and Figure 4–10 show the waveforms of the event recorded in the setting-less relay of 
the distribution line zone. Both Figures show the line experienced a phase to phase fault between 
phases A and B. Figure 4–11 depicts the responses of the setting-less relay of the distribution line 
zone, which detected abnormal condition and caused the confidence level of the relay to drop. 
Consequently, the relay operated and initiated trip signals, as shown in Figure 4–11. Moreover, 
Figure 4–12 shows the voltage waveforms of the secondary side of the transformer zone recorded 
from PT4. It clearly shows that phase A experienced a significant voltage drop as a result of the 
blown fuse. Additionally, the setting-less relay of the transformer zone operated as demonstrated 
in the previous scenario. If these operations are executed, the transformer and the distribution line 
will be tripped because of the blown fuse and phase to phase fault, respectively. The results of the 
former scenario, show setting-less relay misoperation, if no correction action was inserted. On the 
other hand, the operation of the setting-less relay of the distribution line zone was correct because 
of the faulty condition. This scenario demonstrates that hidden failures can widen the power system 
interruptions by including healthy zones. 
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Figure 4–9 Voltage and current waveforms of Distribution line zone side 1 for Scenario 2 

 

.  
Figure 4–10 Voltage and current waveforms of Distribution line zone side 2 for Scenario 2 

 

 
Figure 4–11 setting-less relay response of the distribution line zone for Scenario 2 
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Figure 4–12 Setting-less relay output of the transformer zone for Scenario 2 

 

 

Figure 4–13 Voltage magnitude and phase angle of the distribution line side 1 for Scenario 2  
 

ebCSP 
Figure 4–13 and Figure 4–14 show the phasor quantities of the events recorded from the ebCSP 
associated with side 1 of the distribution line. The Figures show the line experienced phase to 
phase fault between phases A and B. Moreover, Figure 4–15 shows the phasor quantities of the 
voltage measurements extracted from PT4. The Figure clearly shows the voltage magnitude of 
phase A experienced significant voltage drop because of the blown fuse. Consequently, the ebCSP 
responded to the first event at t=2s (i.e., the fault in the distribution line), which caused the 
confidence level of the substation to drop by initiating the hypothesis testing summarized in Table 
4-2 and Table 4-3. During the test, the ebCSP scanned the values of the normalized residuals of 
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all the measurements and extracted the highest value. According to Figure 4–16 measurement 
#116, extracted from CT14, phase A and modeled by the distributing line model had the highest 
normalized residual. The device common mode criteria verification revealed that the zone common 
mode criterion associated with the distribution line was satisfied because all the measurements 
modeled by zone 5 experienced higher value of normalized residual that exceeded the threshold of 
2. Thus, all the measurements of the distribution line were considered as a set of suspicious 
measurements. Accordingly, the hypothesis under consideration was power fault in the distribution 
line. Subsequently, the ebCSP removed these measurements from the measurement set and rerun 
the dynamic state estimation starting at time: t=2 sec. This process revealed high confidence level, 
which indicates a successful hypothesis. 
 
One cycle later at t=2.016s, the confidence level of the substation dropped and initiated the 
hypothesis testing again. Figure 4–17 shows the highest set of the measurement normalized 
residuals computed by the ebCSP during the second event. The Figure shows that the 
measurement#66 extracted from PT-4, phase A had the highest normalized residual. Verifying the 
device common mode criteria revealed that the instrumentation channel common mode criterion 
associated with only PT4, phase A was satisfied. Therefore, the hypothesis under consideration at 
t=2.016 was hidden failure in PT4, phase A. Subsequently, the ebCSP removed all measurements 
extracted from PT, 4 phase A from the measurements set and rerun the DSE.  
 
Figure 4–18 shows the outcome of the two hypotheses at t=2s and t= 2.016s. The Figure shows 
both hypotheses were successful as indicated by high confidence level for the substation. ebCSP 
detected a faulty zone and hidden failure in the substation, as shown in Figure 4–18. Additionally, 
the Figure shows that the phase to phase fault led the blown fuse event by one cycle, 
approximately. Moreover, the ebCSP specified which part of the substation suffered from the fault 
and hidden failures, as shown in Figure 4–19 and Figure 4–20, respectively. Accordingly, ebCSP 
issued a diagnostic, inhibited temporarily the operation of the setting-less relay of the transformer 
zone and permitted the operation of the setting-less relay of the distribution line zone. This 
simulation shows the redundancy in the measurements makes the hypothetical testing very 
efficient because the measurement suffering from hidden failures was placed first in the removal 
process. 
 

Table 4-2 Summary of the hypothesis testing at t=2s for Scenario 2 

Hypothesis # Hypothesis under consideration Result 

1 Power fault in the distribution line 

 

  

High confidence level 

 
Table 4-3 Summary of the hypothesis testing at t=2.016s for Scenario 2 

Hypothesis # Hypothesis under consideration Result 

1 Hidden Failure in PT-4A High confidence level 
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Figure 4–14 Current magnitude and phase angle of the distribution line side 1 for Scenario 2 

 

 
Figure 4–15 Voltage magnitude and phase angle of PT 4 for Scenario 2 
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Figure 4–16 The highest values of normalized residuals during the phase to phase fault for 

Scenario 2 
 

 
Figure 4–17 The highest values of normalized residuals during the fuse blown event for Scenario 

2 
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Figure 4–18 The outcome of the hypothesis testing conducted by ebCSP for Scenario 2 

 
Figure 4–19 Faulty zone identification for Scenario 2 

 
Figure 4–20 Hidden failure status in instrumentation channel for Scenario 2 
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Setting-less Relay Corrected Response 
The ebCSP computed the sampled values of the compromised measurement as explained in 
previous chapter. Then, it streamed these sampled values to the affected setting-less relay. These 
waveforms overrode the compromised measurements in the affected setting-less relay. This 
process is depicted in Figure 4–21, which shows that a bad signal was corrected in the setting-less 
relay of the transformer zone after 2 cycles of the fuse blown initiation. Furthermore, the 
confidence level of the setting-less relay responded to the bad data replacement and recovered 
from a low confidence level as shown in Figure 4–21, which also shows the trip signal was not 
initiated because of the 2-cycle delay introduced in the operation of the setting-less relay. 
 

 
Figure 4-21: Corrected response of setting-less relay of transformer zone for Scenario 2 
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Scenario 3: Two Concurrent Events, Fuse Blown of PT-4A and Phase to Phase Fault in the 
Distribution Line 

The two events of the previous scenarios were simulated concurrently of each other. The 
simulation period was 5 seconds. The sequence of events included the initiation of the blown fuse 
of PT-4A and the phase to phase fault at the middle of the distribution line at t=2 seconds; the fault 
was cleared at t=2.5 seconds. Furthermore, a 6 MW load was included during the simulation. 
Additionally, 6 MW was switched on and switched off at t=3 seconds and t=4 seconds, 
respectively. The objective of this scenario is to test the performance of the ebCSP for two 
simultaneous events in the substation. The results of the setting-less relays of the transformer zone 
and distribution line as well as of the proposed ebCSP are presented below. 
 

Setting-less Relay 
As with the previous two scenarios, the setting-less relays of the transformer zone and the 
distribution line zone detected abnormal conditions, which caused the confidence levels of both 
relays to drop. Consequently, both relays initiated trip signals. 
 

ebCSP 
The ebCSP responded to both events by initiating the hypothesis testing at t=2s summarized in 
Table 4-4. The ebCSP considered three hypotheses for this scenario. The first hypothesis was 
power fault in the distribution line because the highest normalized residual was experienced by 
measuremnt#116 as shown in Figure 4–22. This measurement extracted from CT 14, phase A and 
modeled by zone-5. Also, measurement#116 satisfied the zone common mode criterion of zone-5. 
Accordingly, the ebCSP removed zone-5 measurements from the measurements set and the zone 
model from the substation model and rerun the DSE. The outcome of this hypothesis was low 
confidence level which means unsuccessful hypothesis. The second hypothesis was a hidden 
failure in PT4, phase A. This hypothesis was considered because the second highest normalized 
residual in the measurements, which were not part of the first set of suspicious measurement 
considered during the first hypothesis, was experienced in measurement#66 as shown in Figure 4–
22. This measurement was extracted from PT-4A. Also, this measurement satisfied the 
instrumentation common mode criterion of PT-4A. Subsequently the DSE removed all the 
measurements associated with PT4, phase A and rerun the DSE. The outcome of this hypothesis 
was low confidence level, which means unsuccessful hypothesis. The third hypothesis combined 
the previous two hypotheses. It considered both power fault in the distribution line and hidden 
failures in PT4, phase A. Subsequently, both set of suspicious measurements associated with 
distribution line and PT4, phase A were removed from the measurements set and rerun the DSE. 
This hypothesis was successful as shown in Figure 4–23, which shows successful hypothesis 
testing, indicated by a high confidence level after the elimination of both set of suspicious 
measurements. Moreover, as an outcome of the two-level hypothesis testing, the ebCSP detected 
a faulty zone and hidden failure in the substation, as shown in Figure 4–23. The ebCSP specified 
which part of the substation suffered from the hidden failure and the fault as shown in Figure 4–
24 and Figure 4–25, respectively. Accordingly, ebCSP issued a diagnostic, inhibited temporarily 
the operation of the setting-less relay of the transformer zone and permitted the operation of the 
setting-less relay of the distribution line zone. This simulation showed that the redundancy in the 
measurements makes the hypothetical testing very efficient because the measurements suffering 
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from abnormalities are placed first in the elimination process through the device common-mode 
criteria. This scenario demonstrated the capability of the ebCSP in detecting two concurrent 
events; hidden failures and power fault, which represents the most challenging scenario.  
 
 

Table 4-4 Summary of the hypothesis testing at t=2.0s for Scenario 3 
Hypothesis  Hypothesis under consideration Result 

1 Power fault in distribution line Low confidence 
level 

2 Hidden failure in PT-4A Low confidence 
level 

3 Power fault in distribution line & Hidden 
failure in PT-4A 

High confidence 
level 

 

 
Figure 4-22: The highest values of normalized residuals for Scenario 3 
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Figure 4–23 The outcome of ebCSP for Scenario 3 

 
Figure 4–24 Hidden failure status in instrumentation channels for Scenario 3 

 

 
Figure 4–25 Faulty zone identification from ebCSP for Scenario 3 
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4.2 Case 2: CT Short Circuit 

CT short circuit takes place when the CT terminals are shorted which results in a significant drop 
in the current measurement associated with the shorted CT. It is one of the critical hidden failure 
modes in the CT circuit that causes protection system misoperation. This case examines the 
responses of the setting-less relay and the ebCSP to this type of hidden failure in the CT circuit. 
Therefore, phase A of CT9(CT-9A), which provides the setting-less relay of the transformer zone 
with current measurement for the secondary side of the transformer, was shorted. This type of 
hidden failure is modeled by shorting the CT terminals during the initiation of the event. Two 
scenarios were considered; (1) Single event of hidden failure; CT-9A short circuit and (2) Two 
simultaneous events of hidden failure; CT-9A short circuit and power fault in the distribution line.  
 

Scenario 1: Single Event, CT-9A short circuit 
This scenario examines the responses of the setting-less relay and the ebCSP to a single event of 
hidden failure. The sequence of events started at t=2s during which 6 MW load was switched on 
and CT 9, phase A was shorted. The simulation started initially with 6 MW load and lasted for 5s. 
The results of the setting-less relay, as well as the proposed ebCSP, for the simulated event are 
presented below.  
 

Setting-less Relay  
Figure 4–26 shows the current waveforms recorded from CT-9A experienced a significant drop 
because of the CT short circuit. Moreover, the Figure shows the setting-less relay responded to the 
event indicated by the drop in the confidence level. Accordingly, the relay initiated a trip signal to 
isolate the transformer. This response is a relay misoperation because no power fault exists in the 
system, which demonstrates the effect of the hidden failures.  

 
Figure 4–26 Setting-less relay response for Scenario 1 
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all the measurements and extracted the highest value. According to Figure 4–27, measurement#72 
extracted from CT-9A has the highest normalized residual. Subsequently, the ebCSP verified the 
common mode criteria, which revealed the instrumentation channel common mode criterion 
associated with CT-9A was satisfied. Accordingly, the hypothesis under consideration was a 
hidden failure in CT-9A. Therefore, all the measurements extracted from CT-9A were removed 
from the measurements set and the ebCSP re-performed the dynamic state estimation. The output 
of the new DSE is shown in Figure 4–28 which depicts high confidence level following the 
removal process that took place at t=2s. Furthermore, Figure 4–28 shows the ebCSP detected 
hidden failure because of the satisfaction of the instrumentation channel common mode criterion. 
Additionally, the ebCSP specified exactly the location of the hidden failure that corresponded to 
the removed measurements as shown in Figure 4–29. Accordingly, ebCSP issued a diagnostic, 
inhibited temporarily the operation of the setting-less relay of the transformer zone. It is important 
to note that the hypothesis testing and the re-performance of the DSE took place only for one time 
sample that corresponds to the initiation of the abnormality.  
 

Table 4-5 Summary of the hypothesis testing at t=2s for Scenario 1 

Hypothesis # Hypothesis Result 

1 Power fault in the distribution line 

 

  

High confidence level 

 
 
 

 
Figure 4–27 Highest values of normalized residual for Scenario 1 
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Figure 4–28 The ebCSP results for Scenario 1 

 

 
Figure 4–29 Hidden failures identification for Scenario 1 

 

Corrected Setting-less Response  
Figure 4–30 shows the corrected response of the setting-less relay. This Figure shows that the 
detected bad signal from CT-9 was overridden by the calculated measurements computed in the 
ebCSP. These calculated sampled values corresponding to the bad signal were streamed from the 
ebCSP to the setting-less relay with their time stamps to override the compromised measurement. 
Furthermore, the confidence level of the setting-less relay responded to the replacement of the bad 
data and recovered to a high level, as shown in Figure 4–30, which also shows that the trip signal 
was not initiated because of the two-cycle delay introduced in the operation of the setting-less 
relay.  
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Figure 4–30 Setting-less relay corrected response for Scenario 1 

Scenario 2: Concurrent events, CT-9A short circuit and power fault 

This scenario tests the response of the ebCSP for two concurrent events, CT short circuit in CT9, 
phase A and phase to phase fault in the 13.8 kV feeder. Both events were initiated simultaneously 
at t=2s. Moreover, the fault was cleared at 2.5s. The simulation was started with load of 12 MW 
and lasted for 5s. The response of both Setting-less relays and ebCSP are presented below 
 

Setting-less Relay 
Figure 4–31 shows the Setting-less relay of the transformer zone. Moreover, the Figure shows that 
the relay responded to the event of CT short circuit as indicated by the drop in the confidence level. 
Subsequently, the relay initiated a trip signal to isolate the transformer zone. Furthermore, the 
response of the setting-less relay for the distribution line is depicted in Figure 4–32, which shows 
that the relay responded to the phase to phase fault and initiated a trip signal. Therefore, this 
scenario resulted in the tripping of two zones (i.e., the transformer and the distribution line). If the 
relays’ operations are executed, the transformer and the distribution line will be tripped because 
of the CT short circuit and phase to phase fault, respectively. The former scenario results in 
isolating the transformer because of the CT short circuit, which is not a faulty condition.  
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Figure 4–31 Setting-less relay output of transformer zone for Scenario 2 

 
Figure 4–32 Setting-less relay output of distribution line zone for Scenario 2 
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ebCSP 
The phasor quantities of the current waveform recorded from CT-9 are shown in Figure 4–33. The 
Figure clearly shows that the current magnitude of phase A experienced a significant drop because 
of the CT short circuit condition. The ebCSP responded to the event by initiating the hypothesis 
testing summarized in Table 4-6. The table shows three hypotheses were considered because of 
the two simultaneous events. The first two hypotheses considered only one device (i.e., full zone 
or instrumentation channel) during the removal process, which all failed to achieve high 
confidence level. On the other hand, the third hypothesis was successful. This hypothesis was 
power fault in the distribution line and hidden failure in CT-9A. The process started by selecting 
the measurement with the highest normalized residual and verifying the device common mode 
criteria. According to Figure 4–34 measurement#92 extracted from CT-12A and modeled by the 
zone-5 had the highest normalized residual. This measurement satisfied the device common mode 
criterion associated with zone 5 and therefore, all the measurements modeled by zone 5 were 
selected as first set of the suspicious measurements. Then, the measurement with the second 
highest normalized residual value, which was not part of the first set of suspicious measurements, 
was selected as second suspicious measurement and subjected to common mode criteria. 
According to Figure 4–34, this measurement was measurement #72 which satisfied the 
instrumentation channels common mode criterion associated with CT9, phase A. Therefore, the 
third hypothesis under consideration was a fault in the distribution feeder and a hidden failure in 
CT9, phase A which both were considered in the previous two hypotheses. Hence, the ebCSP 
removed all the measurements and the models associated with these devices. This removal process 
results in high confidence level, which indicates a successful hypothesis. Figure 4–35 depicts the 
result of the ebCSP, which shows both fault and hidden failure were detected as a result of the two 
level hypothesis testing. Additionally, the ebCSP located the portions of the system that suffer 
from the abnormalities as shown in Figure 4–36 and Figure 4–37.  

 
Figure 4–33 Current Phasor quantities from CT 9 of transformer Zone for Scenario 2 
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Table 4-6 Summary of the hypothesis testing at t=2.0s for Scenario 2 

Hypothesis 
# 

Hypothesis Result 

1 Power fault in distribution line 
 

Low confidence 
level 

2 Hidden failure in CT-9A Low confidence 
level 

3 Power fault in distribution line & Hidden failure in C9-
9A 

High confidence 
level 

 
 

 
Figure 4–34 The highest values of the normalized residual for Scenario 2 
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Figure 4–35 The outcome of ebCSP for Scenario 2 

 
Figure 4–36 Faulty zone status for Scenario2 
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Figure 4–37 Hidden failure status for Scenario 2 

 

Setting-less Relay Corrected Response 
Figure 4–38 shows the corrected response of the setting-less relay. This Figure shows that the 
detected bad signal from CT-9 has been replaced by the calculated measurement computed in the 
ebCSP. The calculated sampled values are streamed from the DSBCPS to the Setting-less relay 
with their time stamps to override the compromised measurements in the Setting-less relay. 
Furthermore, the confidence level of the setting-less relay responded to the replacement of the bad 
data and recovered to a high level, as shown in Figure 4–38, which also shows that the trip signal 
was not initiated because of the two-cycle delay introduced in the operation of the setting-less 
relay.  
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Figure 4–38 Corrected response of Setting-less relay of transformer zone for Scenario 2 

 

4.3 Case 3: CT Saturation 

CT saturation is one of the common hidden failure modes that might cause relay misoperation. 
This mode of hidden failure is modeled and simulated to test the response of the setting-less relay 
and the ebCSP. specifically, CT-3, phases A and B, which provide the setting-less relay of the 
transmission line zone with the current measurement, were modeled to saturate during phase to 
phase fault in the primary side of the transformer. The model entailed increasing the CT burden to 
a higher level that drives the CT to saturate during fault condition. Moreover, we increased the 
short circuit level of the source to drive a higher short-circuit current. The sequence of events 
started by initiating phase to phase fault inside the transformer at t=1.5 seconds; the fault was 
cleared at around t=2 seconds. The case was simulated during a no-load condition. The 
performance of the setting-less relay for the transformer zone, as well as the proposed ebCSP, is 
presented below. 
 

Setting-less Relay 
Figure 4–39 shows the current waveforms of the primary side of the transformer depicted from the 
setting-less relay of the transformer zone. It shows that the transformer zone experienced phase to 
phase fault between phase A and phase B. Moreover, Figure 4–39 depicts the relay operations for 
this event, which shows that the confidence level of the relay dropped and the trip signal was 
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initiated. This operation is correct, given the fault within the transformer zone. Figure 4–40 and 
Figure 4–41 show the output of the setting-less relays of the transmission line zone. Both Figures 
show that the current waveforms of CT3, phase A and phase B are distorted because of the CT 
saturation. The response of the setting-less relay depends on whether the CT model was included 
in the overall zone model. In the event the CT model is not included, the relay will operate and 
initiate a trip signal as shown in Figure 4–40, because the saturated wave violates the overall 
transmission line model. This action is considered as a relay misoperation because of hidden 
failure. However, if the CT model is included with the zone models, the relay will not operate as 
shown in Figure 4–41; this is because the CT model captures the saturation condition.  

 

Figure 4–39 The outcome of the setting-less relay of the transformer zone 

 
Figure 4–40 The outcome of the setting-less relay of the transmission line without CT model 
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Figure 4–41 The outcome of the setting-less relay of the transmission line with CT model 
 

ebCSP 
Figure 4–42 depicts the phasor quantities of the current measurement of the primary side of the 
transformer, clearly showing that the transformer experienced phase to phase fault in the primary 
side of the transformer. Moreover, Figure 4–42 shows the phasor quantities of the current 
measurement extracted from CT-3. There is a notable reduction in the current magnitude of phase 
A and phase B because of the CT saturation. 
 
The ebCSP responded to both events by initiating the hypothesis testing summarized in Table 4-7. 
There were three hypotheses under consideration. The first two considered a single event of either 
hidden failure or power fault, which both failed to restore high confidence level of the substation. 
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in the substation as shown in Figure 4–43. Furthermore, the ebCSP specified which part of the 
substation suffered from hidden failures and the fault as shown in Figure 4–44 and Figure 4–45, 
respectively. This simulation also shows that the redundancy in the measurements makes two-level 
hypothesis testing very efficient because the measurements that display abnormalities experienced 
the highest normalized residuals which placed them first in the removal process.  
 

Table 4-7 Summary of the hypothesis testing at t=1.5s  
Hypothesis # Hypothesis under consideration Result 

1 Power fault in Transformer Low confidence level 
2 Hidden failure in CT-3A and 3B Low confidence level 

3 Power fault in Transformer & 
Hidden failure in C3-A and 3B High confidence level 

 

 

Figure 4–42 Current phasor quantities of the primary side of the transformer 
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Figure 4–43 Current phasor quantities of the calculated primary side of CT-3 

 

 

Figure 4–44 The highest values of the normalized residual 
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Figure 4–45 The outcome of ebCSP 

 

Figure 4–46 Hidden failure detection 
 

 

Figure 4–47 Faulty zone detection 
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Setting-less Relay Corrected Response 
As with the previous cases, the ebCSP streamed the calculated sampled values corresponding to 
the detected bad signals to the setting-less relay of the transmission line zone to override the bad 
signals. This process is depicted in Figure 4–45.  
 

 
Figure 4–48 Corrected response of setting-less relay of transmission line zone 
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4.4 Case 4: CT Reverse Polarity 

CT reverse polarity is one type of hidden failures in the CT circuit. Typically, this event occurs 
following pre-commissioning activities for a new substation or maintenance activities for an 
existing substation. In either case, the problem remains hidden following the energization until the 
affected zone is loaded. This case simulates the CT reverse polarity to analyze the response of both 
the setting-less relay and the ebCSP. Specifically, we modeled CT-10 phases A, B, and C, which 
provide the setting-less relay of the transformer zone with the current measurements, with reverse 
polarity by swapping the terminals of each CT at the relay terminals. The sequence of events starts 
with energizing the substation at t=0 s with no load. Then, the transformer is loaded with 15 MW 
at t=3 s. The response of the setting-less relay and the ebCSP is presented below.  
 

Setting-less Relay 
Figure 4–49 shows the current waveforms of the secondary side of the transformer depicted from 
the setting-less relay of the transformer zone. The Figure shows 180 degree-phase shift between 
the current waveforms extracted from CT 9 (i.e., the healthy CT) and CT 10 because of the reverse 
polarity. Figure 4–49 also depicts the setting-less relay operation for this event, which shows that 
the relay operated and initiated a trip signal to isolate the transformer. This response is a relay 
misoperation because of the hidden failure. This case demonstrated the negative consequences of 
the hidden failure in power system operation, which requires a proper action.  
 

 

Figure 4–49 The outcome of the setting-less relay of the transformer zone 
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ebCSP 
Figure 4–50 shows the angles of the current waveforms extracted from CT-10 compared to the 
angles of current waveforms extracted from CT-9. The ebCSP responded to the event of the hidden 
failure by initiating hypothesis testing, during which the ebCSP verified the values of the 
normalized residuals of the measurements and extracted the highest value. According to Figure 4–
51, measurement #78, extracted from CT-10 phase A experienced the highest normalized residual. 
This measurement was subjected to device common mode criteria verification, which revealed the 
instrumentation channel common mode criterion associated with CT-10, phases A, B, and C was 
satisfied. Accordingly, the hypothesis under consideration was hidden failures in CT-10 phases A, 
B and C. Subsequently all measurement extracted from these instrumentation channels were 
grouped as suspicious measurements and removed from the measurements set. The ebCSP rerun 
the DSE which revealed high confidence level as shown in Figure 4–52. This indicates a successful 
hypothesis. Accordingly, the ebCSP detected hidden failures within the substation and did not 
detect any faulty zones. Additionally, the ebCSP precisely identified the instrumentation channels 
that suffer from the hidden failures, as shown in Figure 4–53. This case demonstrates the advantage 
of redundancy in the measurements, which makes the hypothesis testing very efficient by placing 
the detected faulty measurements first during the removal process. 
 

 

Figure 4–50 Angles of the Current waveform extratced from CT9 and CT 10 
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Figure 4–51 The highest values of the normalized residual 

 

Figure 4–52 The outcome of ebCSP 
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Corrected Response of Setting-less Relay  
Similar to the previous cases, the detected bad waveform in the setting-less relay were overridden 
by the corresponding calculated sampled values computed in the ebCSP and streamed to the 
setting-less relay as shown in Figure 4–54. This process results in confidence level recovery and 
elimination of the trip signal.  
 

 
Figure 4–54 Corrected response of setting-less relay of transformer zone 
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4.5 Case 5: CT Incorrect Ratio Settings 

Another common hidden failure that could affect protection system operation is the incorrect CT 
ratio setting. It is usually a protection engineer’s responsibility to provide the relay setting, which 
includes the CT ratio. Therefore, if the engineer sets the ratio incorrectly or the technician 
implements it in the relay inaccurately, the relay will have the incorrect setting. Subsequently, the 
setting-less relay will read the incorrect primary current values and might misoperate. Generally, 
this event occurs following pre-commissioning activities for a new substation or maintenance 
activities for an existing substation. In both cases, the problem remains hidden following the 
energization until the affected zone starts to be loaded. This case examines the effect of the wrong 
CT ratio setting in the setting-less relays and ebCSP. More specifically, the ratio associated with 
CT-10, phases A, B, and C, which provide the setting-less relay of the transformer zone with the 
current measurements, is set to 1000/5 instead of 4000/5 (i.e., the correct ratio). The sequence of 
events starts by energizing the substation at t=0 seconds with no load. Then, the transformer is 
loaded with 15 MW at t=3 seconds. The results of the setting-less relays of the transformer zone, 
as well as the proposed ebCSP, are presented below. 
 

Setting-less Relay 
Figure 4–55 shows the current waveforms of the secondary side of the transformer seen in the 
setting-less relay of the transformer zone. It shows a drop in the current measurement of CT-10 
compared to CT-9 because of the wrong CT ratio. Figure 4–55 also depicts the setting-less relay 
operation for this event, which shows that the relay operated and initiated a trip signal to isolate 
the transformer. This response is a relay misoperation because there was no faulty condition in the 
transformer. 
 

 
Figure 4–55 The outcome of the setting-less relay of the transformer zone 

 

ebCSP 
Figure 4–56 shows the magnitude of the phasor currents extracted from CT-9 and CT-10. The 
Figure clearly shows the reduction in the current magnitude seen by the ebCSP because of the 
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wrong CT ratio. This event caused the confidence level of the substation to drop. Therefore, ebCSP 
initiated hypothesis testing (Table 4-9), during which the ebCSP verified the values of the 
normalized residuals of all the measurements and extracted the highest value. According to Figure 
4–57, the measurement #81 extracted from CT-10, phase B has the highest normalized residual. 
Hence, the ebCSP selected this measurement as suspicious measurement and subjected it to device 
common-mode criterion. For this case, the instrumentation channel common mode criterion 
associated with CT-10, phases A, B and C was satisfied. Therefore, the hypothesis under 
consideration was hidden failure in CT-10, phases A, B and C. Subsequently, the ebCSP removed 
all the measurements extracted from CT10 and rerun the DSE. Figure 4–58 shows that this 
hypothesis was successful and resulted in a high confidence level. Moreover, The ebCSP managed 
to detect hidden failures within the substation and did not detect a faulty zone. Additionally, the 
ebCSP identified the instrumentation channels that suffer from the hidden failures, which is CT-
10 as shown in Figure 4–59. As in the previous cases, we see the advantage of the redundancy at 
the substation level in making the hypothesis testing very efficient. 
 

 

Figure 4–56 Magnitudes of the current phasor quantities of CT9 and CT 10 
 

Table 4-9 Summary of the hypothesis testing at t=3s 
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1 Hidden Failure in PT-4A High confidence level 
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Figure 4–57 The highest values of the normalized residual 
 

 

Figure 4–58 The outcome of ebCSP 
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Figure 4–59 Hidden failure detections from ebCSP 
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Similar to the previous cases, the response of the setting-less relay is corrected by replacing the 
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of the transformer zone. Accordingly, the confidence level recovered and the relay did not initiate 
the trip signal. 
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Figure 4-60 Corrected response Setting-less relay of transformer zone  
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5. Conclusion and future work 

In this report, we presented a dynamic state estimation-based centralized substation protection 
scheme (ebCSP) to secure the protection system of a substation against hidden failures. The ebCSP 
supervises all the individual protection zone relays within a substation, detects and identifies 
hidden failures, and corrects the compromised data. We have employed the dynamic state 
estimation to detect any substation abnormality, and a data correction module is able to replace 
compromised data with valid data. We have tested the ebCSP with numerous numerical 
experiments that demonstrated the capabilities of the proposed ebCSP. They showed that the 
scheme exploits the huge redundancy in measurements at the substation level that makes 
hypothesis testing quite efficient. Also, it can be concluded from the numerical examples that the 
scheme is capable of detecting other types of hidden failures in the instrumentation channels. The 
research proposed the integration of ebCSP with the newly emerged concept of setting-less relays 
to ensure its secure and dependable operation even in the presence of hidden failures. The concept 
of ebCSP can be easily applied with legacy protection zone relays. Whether a substation is 
equipped with legacy-protective relays or setting-less relays, the ebCSP closes a critical gap in 
protection systems, namely securing the operation of relays in the case of hidden failures while 
maintaining high dependability. The integration of the proposed scheme and the individual zone 
protection schemes forms a resilient protection system that is self-immunized against hidden 
failures.  
 
The ebCSP performs DSE at the substation level using all the available measurements at the 
substation and the substation model, which consists of the model of different devices within the 
substation. This modeling approach can be enhanced by including the model of the instrumentation 
channels along with the main devices. The advantage of such a step is to increase the accuracy of 
the DSE by eliminating the error generated by considering an ideal instrumentation channel. This 
step will increase the computational burden of the ebCSP. Therefore, a thorough evaluation of the 
most optimal approach to include the models of instrumentation channels is needed. As a matter 
of fact, after an investigation of how this can be implemented, it has been concluded that the error 
correction can be achieved at the merging unit level individually for each channel utilizing the 
model of that channel. This is on-going work. 
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